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Nikkei surfaces back to levels seen 30 years ago

On Valuation front four tech firms — Apple,

Alphabet, Amazon and Facebook — with a

combined market cap of $7.3tn are now

worth more than all 2,187 companies that

make up the Topix stock market in Tokyo

(Source: Insider weekly)

There are Japan focused ETFs listed in the US

with exposure to listed companies operating

in Japan (available for investment by Indian

citizens)

• Nikkei still needs to gain almost 30% to surpass

its record highs last seen in 1989; before the

index went on to lose more than half its value.

• Japanese equity markets are trading at a lower

PE multiple than S&P 500, despite their

stronger earnings & lower interest rate. The

Topix trades at 14 times forward earnings,

compared to 21 times for the S&P 500.

• The recent changes on the political front (PM

Yoshihide Suga resignation) could help step up

the markets further as a new administration

brings prospects of spending boost and

targeted reforms



Energy – The Shortfall that no one is talking about, the shortfall that is getting serious

Rising energy prices is inflationary, so unless we see these

prices falling; the entire argument of calling inflation

‘transitory’ goes for a toss.

There are Energy focused ETFs listed in the US with focus on

companies involved in exploration/production & distribution

(available for investment by Indian citizens)

• Regions like North Asia, Europe and China compete over finite supply of fuels like coal & natural gas used to heat household &

power factories. This has pushed the price of natural gas & electricity to record levels fueling inflation and threatening to stall the

economic recovery; just when businesses reopen and people return to office.

• Demand for heating will jump when temperatures turn colder over the next few months, which could trigger power rationing.

• Utility companies are passing on price rise to consumers, at the same time everything from food to transportation costs are also

rising due to supply chain issues; creating challenging environment for politicians trying to gather support for energy transition.

The S&P 500 continues to trade in
tandemwith global liquidity



Real Assets vs Financial Assets ratio the lowest since atleast 1925

• Pumping of trillions of dollars

into the economy has led to

secular turning point on

Inflation.

• An uptick in inflation may lead

to rising rates which will weigh

on stock returns for the next

decade.

• Will we see the traditional

60:40 Equity Debt allocation

changing in this scenario? Lets

watch…

• Last two bottoming’s in 1999 & late 1960s, corresponded to the start of major commodity bull markets & upward inflation pressure.

• Real assets are positively correlated with inflation and interest rates, unlike financial assets like stocks and bonds. These assets have

seen lower returns and lower volatility over the past 5 & 10 years as inflation fell to the lowest average levels seen since 1960s.



The process of ending massive money printing has started

What’s taking the Fed so long

and when will it stop QE &

hike rates? This Week FOMC

gave us a clue.

Having said that, is hard to

miss the positive correlation

between Equity markets &

Global liquidity since the

beginning of present series of

QE.

It is so easy to see the bubble
but waiting for it to unwind
takes years & it is the waiting
that is the hardest part

• ECB is the second giant to taper. While, it is way behind the Bank of

Japan, the Bank of Canada, the Bank of England, the Reserve Bank

of New Zealand, and the Reserve Bank of Australia; but, still ahead

of the Fed.

• This is in line with the consensus among central banks, that QE

needs to end before interest rates can be hiked, on the rationale

that QE pushes down long-term rates, while raising policy rates

pushes up short-term rates, which would wreak havoc on the yield

curve.

The S&P 500 continues to trade in
tandemwith global liquidity



Evergrande: First casualty of rising costs? 

• China has been in a property bubble for years, with home price to income ratios over 30x (this ratio is 4x in U.S) & development of

numerous vacant (ghost) cities around the country leading the value of Chinese real estate climbing to ~$52 trn.

• Real estate has been the go-to investment for retail investors (~70% of portfolio composition) in China for decades with 90% home

ownership rate.

• Crisis begin as Chinese government tightened leverage restrictions on its exuberant property market. The second casualty factor was

immense increase in construction material costs due to rising inflation led by supply shortages.

• Chinese property developers have thin profit margins and use tremendous debt, so any surprise increases to supply prices makes it

impossible for them to break even.

• How will Chinese leadership react to this & whether or not the effect of this will spread to global markets.

• Chinese smart money has led foreign investments in U.S homes over past decade with more recently aggressive buying seen in

U.S Farmland.

(Source : Zero Hedgel)
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One of the pillars of the Indian

investment advisor's fraternity.

Over the last five decades, his

contribution to the growth of financial

literacy is immense, led by un-biased,

focused and disciplined approach with

strong emphasis on ethics and creating

a sense of ownership amongst the

employees.

Management

Having started his career at the

grass-roots level of the financial

services industry, his dedication

and strategic planning has

enabled EF to enter into several

remote towns across Eastern

India, thus spreading its wings

with a large network of company-

owned branches.

Aiming to change the speculative,

traditional ways of trading by

developing a sustainable, investment-

based dealing platform.
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Disclaimer

The above material is neither investment research, nor investment advice.

This document may contain confidential, proprietary or legally privileged information. It should not be used by
anyone who is not the original intended recipient. If you have erroneously received this document, please delete
it immediately and notify the sender. The recipient acknowledges that Eastern Financiers Ltd (“Eastern”) or its
subsidiaries and associated companies, as the case may be, are unable to exercise control or ensure or
guarantee the integrity of/over the contents of the information contained in document and further
acknowledges that any views expressed in this document are those of the individual sender and no binding
nature of this shall be implied or assumed unless the sender does so expressly with due authority of Eastern or
its subsidiaries and associated companies, as applicable. This document is not intended as an offer or
solicitation for the purchase or sale of any financial instrument / security or as an official confirmation of any
transaction.

Investment Disclaimer

Investment Products are not obligations of or guaranteed by Eastern Financiers Ltd or any of its affiliates or
subsidiaries, are not insured by any governmental agency and are subject to investment risks, including the
possible loss of the principal amount invested. Past performance is not indicative of future results, prices can go
up or down. Investors investing in funds denominated in non-local currency should be aware of the risk of
exchange rate fluctuations that may cause a loss of principal.

This document does not constitute the distribution of any information or the making of any offer or solicitation
by anyone in any jurisdiction in which such distribution or offer is not authorized or to any person to whom it is
unlawful to distribute such a document or make such an offer or solicitation.


